
Edition 14: Happy ThanksKnighting!
 

 

Welcome to the turkey-filled edtion of the Knighted Writer. This particularly stuffed edition of the KW was made to give thanks to every single
associate in the company. As you give thanks with you and yours on this special day, we'd like to thank you for putting in your hard work every
day.
 
What we're most thankful for, especially during the holidays, is the willingness and the dedication of our Knighted team.  This
Thanksgiving Thursday, we will be making the rounds at a few of the casinos to see as many of you as we can.  It won't be official
office hours, but feel free to pull us aside for a chat if you'd like. 

Jieho will be visiting the Bicycle Casino.  Roy will be visiting Lotus and Cordova.

Happy Thanksgiving!

 

COMPANY ANNOUNCEMENTS

Knighted Ventures and
the Card Club Industry

Need Your Help! 
One of the ongoing issues in the California gambling industry is the freedom of the
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One of the ongoing issues in the California gambling industry is the freedom of the
card rooms to allow consumers a gaming experience in which they can wager without
paying a fee.  For most of the clubs in California, the option to have a "banker paid
collection" model is critical for their survival.  Without it, many of the clubs would have
closed down by now.  The tribal casinos - whose colossal $7 billion annual revenues
dwarf our card club industry - continue to bully the card rooms in an attempt to shut
them down and potentially put thousands of people out of work.
 

Here are two ways you can help:
 
1.     We will have a letter writing campaign during the next two weeks to oppose any
legislation that may force card rooms to charge their customers a fee.  Details will be
provided at your pre-shift meetings.
 
2.     The Bureau of Gambling Control will hold a workshop on Friday December 12,
2014 at 10:00am.  Our attendance and visual show of support will be vital in this fight. 
If you are in the Sacramento area (or the Bay Area) and can join us, please contact me
at rchoi@knighted.com.  We will have a bus leaving the Lotus Casino at 9:00am.  If we
have enough volunteers from the Bay Area, we will have a bus leaving either Casino
580 or the Emeryville office at 8:00am.  Please expect to be there until 12:30pm.
 
Department of Consumer Affairs Hearing Room
1747 North Market Blvd.
Sacramento, Ca
Friday, December 12, 2014 at 10:00am

 
Knighted Ventures is proud to announce that just this month we have reached the 500
employee mark! Two years ago, we started with a skeleton crew and one contract.
Boy have things changed, but one thing remains the same. The hard-working,
understanding and accommodating employees continue to make each of our additions
possible. From Bicycle to Cordova, north and south, our employees have those traits
in common.

This tremendous achievement and fast-paced development is all thanks to all 500 of
you who have helped assist us with each expansion along the way. From casino
transfers to long commutes, and those who have packed up and moved, our company's

 
  The Knighted Writer is launching a new Q&A
where you can win cool prizes by simply asking a
question. It's that simple? Yes. Ask one of our trainer
staff a question about your job or the industry and if
your question is selected, you will win big! For
example:
  
"What is progressive betting, and why doesn't it
work?"
 
Progressive betting is a "strategy" in which the
player will start with small bets - if they win 
they'll continue playing, and if they lose, then
they double the bet in the hopes of winning
back the losing money. The reason it does not
work is because it operates on a flawed concept
called "The Gambler's Fallacy" - that an event
that has not occurred yet is more likely to occur
because it has not happened yet.

- Danne Paredes (Trainer)

As long as the player has a finite bank roll, any
form of progressive betting will theoretically
fail in the long run, with or without table limits,
no matter how large the bank roll. However, the
bigger the bank roll, the longer the "long run"
is, meaning you could play your entire life and
never hit the streak that breaks you if your bank
roll was big enough. In other words, it NEVER
works in theory, unless the bank roll is infinite.
 
- Jon-Paul Barbier (Director of Internal
Control)
  
"Trainer, I've hit a wall on pai gow. I feel like my
times aren't getting any faster, and my skill level
has hit a plateau. I'm determined to get this game
down, but what do I do to get better?"
  
As for hitting a wall, that is something that
happens to all of us. The most important thing
is to not get discouraged, because that is a
slippery slope towards giving up altogether.
Also realize the pressure that you are putting
on yourself is not helping either. The more
pressure you put to get past this point will
cause more stress on yourself. Understand your
current limits, and know that it will not always
be this way. I myself struggled with getting
under 15 seconds on PaiGow reading. I was
stuck at 16-17 seconds and it was a very trying
time for myself. Plateaus are character
developers because like all challenges in life,
when you finally get past it the sense of
fulfillment is amazing. Stay on track, don't get
disheartened and try to find a partner who is of
similar skill. Working with a partner can help
with your motivation as well using each other
to push past your limits. The most important
thing however is to never stop trying and never
give up.
 
-Danne
  
Much of the energy required for developing Pai
Gow Poker or Tiles speed is repetition of drills.
 The important thing is that you build good
habits by drilling at slower speeds correctly
and ramping up as it clicks into place.  Every
one of us "hits a wall", but a better analogy
would be that we "reach a plateau".  It will feel
like you're doing the same thing over and over,



transfers to long commutes, and those who have packed up and moved, our company's
growth is thanks to all our employees. So for this holiday season, Knighted Ventures
is thankful for you, Knights. A BIG SHOUT-OUT to all our amazing people, we hope
you have a wonderful holiday! 

 
  

KV Charity Poker
Tournament

  
This year, the California Gaming Association (CGA) held its annual conference in 
Palm Springs. Knighted Ventures had a strong representation at the CGA Conference,
which helped our company stay connected and networked with key industry leaders
and political figures.  Knighted was proud to host a charity poker tournament for
conference attendees. Although all buy-ins went to charity, KV provided prizes for the
top 5 players, which included a trophy and bragging rights!

Thanks to everyone that participated, KV was able to raise almost $10,000 for two
very important charity organizations: the Randy Bolt Memorial Fund and the
California Peace Officers Memorial Fund, which recognize, honor, and provide
assistance to survivors of fallen Special Agents and California's Peace Officers who
gave their lives in the line of duty. 

  

   

like you're doing the same thing over and over,
but in reality you're traversing this plateau,
which is a necessary and expected part of every
person's learning process.  One day you'll wake
up and find that you've shaved considerable
time off your average, and you'll probably get
stuck at this new plateau as well, all the while
continuing your drills and perfecting your skill.
 So long as you focus on accuracy and are
consistent with finding time to work on it, you
will eventually discover that the speed and
mastery will build naturally in spurts.  Practice
makes perfect if you practice perfectly.    
 
- Isaac Trumbo (Director of Training and
Development)
  

Click Here to Ask a Trainer!

  
Congrats, Conner Rogers, on your two-

time Banker Brilliance!!  You've won
again! Is this a dynasty in the making? 

 

Quiz 13 Answers & Explanations: 
learn below!

 1.) Assume two hands on either Pai Gow Poker or Pai
Gow Tiles both have "Pair/Pair." Meaning that there is
a pair in the low hand and a pair in the high hand. If
you compared these two hands for win/lose/push,
what is the chance that the two hands will push? (For

Pai Gow Poker, assume that there are no copy-pairs)

A.) 1/2 
B.) 1/3 
C.) 2/3 
D.) 3/4

Answer: B - There are three possible outcomes: Hand
#1 wins, Hand #2 wins, or they push. All three
outcomes are equally likely at 1/3.

2.) On Craps, rolling a 7 or 11 on the come out roll
results in a "natural", what is the chance of rolling
either a 7 or 11?

A.) 1/9 
B.) 2/9 
C.) 1/7 
D.) 2/7 
E.) 1/6 
D.) 1/3

Answer: B - Chances of rolling a 7 are (3 x 2 x
(1/36)) plus chance of rolling an 11 which is (1 x 2
x (1/36)) which equals 8/36 or 2/9.

3.) Which of the following shortcuts for calculating a
Panda payout is correct?

A.) Multiply the number by 175 and then divide by 6 
B.) Divide number by 2, add a zero to whatever you
get and multiply by 4. 
C.) Multiply by 2 twice and then add a zero. 
D.) Divide by 2 twice and then multiply by 100. 
E.) Divide by 0.25.

Answer: D - 100 divided by 2 twice is 25.

4.) Which of the following shortcuts for calculating a
Dragon payout is correct?

A.) Multiply the number by 175 and then divide by 6 
B.) Divide number by 2, add a zero to whatever you
get and multiply by 4. 
C.) Multiply by 2 twice and then add a zero. 
D.) Divide by 2 twice and then multiply by 100. 
E.) Divide by 0.25.

Answer: C - 2 x 2 x 10 = 40

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001rS0ezkuEGzzkELf7gyszvVIx8Rc41k2qXmvVx20FJqq_7pFglYZfhAak9olMIwQHptKm4Ys-mtM1EgYRlGbad71ks8RkIQ8MDYeDercGh4Vmr8N9bmcw51TgVAfG7Uy_lG0R8gCkduYm3k7AdZLVKbKr2oAccBHJP7Xd8niCPmySaM0tclNujqMdm_VAi0OLFEBtbEONvKXh1f_gcFFYRKWzkqDSlW7znEbLNN9FTIVL4ixnbRE6n6-cs1ZBrCwwkBKMk3GHMN0=&c=&ch=


   
  
No movers this month, but shakers gonna shake, shake, shake, shake, shake...

 
We had a load of promotions at the Bicycle Casino this month. Let's all congratulate the

following new and rising members of SoCal Management!
 

Please welcome Zach Greenblott and Mayra Resendiz to the Bike Supervisor team! 
Our new Shift Leads at the Bike are Marcus Sheely, Victor Rodriguez, and Kevin
Hoang - congrats! 
Let's also congratulate our newly promoted Senior Associates: Pritesh Chandra,
Brandon Mason, Brittney Nikiel, Chris Lett, David Lee, Lupe Alvarado, Javier
Fabian, Manny Perez, Perla Guzman, Phuong Le, and Ruben Bedolla. 

 
We are so proud of all your hard work and are pleased to witness your continued
success. Best of luck in your new roles!

 

 

Featuring Assemblymember
Isadore Hall, 64th Assembly
District

Knighted Ventures had the opportunity to interview
Assemblymember Isadore Hall, who currently serves
as Chairman of the Assembly Committee on
Governmental Organization.  Prior to his election to the
Assembly, Hall served six years on the Compton City
Council, where he successfully worked to increase
business development and create jobs throughout the
city.

[Knighted Writer] Thanks for speaking with us
today. Can you give our readers an idea of how
you first got involved in politics?

[Isadore Hall] I started early on, when I was about 13
years old. My godfather was the first African-American mayor in Lynwood. He was running for
City Council at a time when it was not popular for African-Americans to serve on City Council. I
asked him "what can i do to help?" So I started becoming a youth activist, involved in getting

Answer: C - 2 x 2 x 10 = 40

5.) How many times does the number 13 appear in
this newsletter?

Answer - 37 - 40 if you count 1300, 213, and 2013.

SHOUT OUTS!SHOUT OUTS!  
   

Casino 580

 
"I'm thankful for hand sanitizer, because
without it, I would be sick all the time."

"I'm thankful for JR, because he's always
there on time."
"I'm thankful for Melissa, because she's
the best supervisor EVERRR."
"I'm thankful for the company, because
they provided me with a great career
opportunity."
"I'm thankful for Korbyn, because he
brings a positive, helpful and professional
attitude to the team."
"I'm thankful for my associate, Brandon
Essy, because he helped guide me through
training."
"I'm thankful for Cue, because she's the
best supe!"
"I'm thankful for Jordan B., because she
makes work enjoyable."
"I'm thankful for grave supes (K-Nav and
Lorono), because they are great support
systems."
"I'm thankful for Knighted Ventures,
because I love to shop."

 
Palace Poker Room

 
"I'm thankful for bacon, because it's
delicious."
"I'm thankful for working with a great
group of associates."

 
101 Casino

 
"I'm thankful for a supportive team,
because, being new, there's a ton to learn
and having a wide array of people to help
is awesome!"
"I'm thankful for the 6pm crew, because
they're the best!"
"I'm thankful for Isaac. Although his time
here was brief, it was a joy to meet him
and he's a wonderful inspiration."
"I'm thankful for all the support from
family and friends, old and new. Life is too
short to go it alone."
"I'm thankful for Josette Doriego. She
shares her smile & lights up with room
with her personality and sweet beats."
"I'm thankful for Greg Powers. He's always
raising the bar in creating fun, challenging
and insightful drills to make training



asked him "what can i do to help?" So I started becoming a youth activist, involved in getting
individuals elected. I became active in campaigns and my whole life started to spin out into
political service. My first elected position was in 2000-2001, on the Compton City School Board. I

was the youngest ever elected, and the youngest president to preside over the school board.

[KW]  What issues or projects that you've worked on have meant the most to you?

[IH] On the school board, one of the most socially beneficial projects we did was building a school
in Compton. It was the first school built there in 35-40 years. It's called the William Jefferson
Clinton Elementary School, and we were able to get President Clinton to come down and actually
open the school, believe it or not. 
Another example - when I was running for City Council, I made a commitment that I would fight
to provide an economic development center in the city of Compton. We were able to do that. We
built a shopping center in our district-The Compton Town Center. Today it employs 4,500-5,000
people. It's a multimillion dollar generator for the city of Compton, and it's one of the highest
visited centers in the region. I'm happy to have been able to do that.
 
[KW] We have a lot of our audience here who want to get involved in the community.
What would you say are the most important qualities you need to be able to be
successful in getting involved in the community and effecting change?

[IH] Well it's very simple, have a heart - and say what you mean and mean what you say. Don't
say things just to say them, but actually deliver them. That's it. People are not looking for you to
come in and save the world. They're not looking for you to turn their lives upside down. They're
looking for someone that will care about their individual and their societal needs-that's it! You
don't have to come in and promise the world, just come in and say what you want to do and do it-
and be accountable for it. 

[KW] If there was any one thing that you could put all your focus on - if you could fix
one thing, what would that be?

 [IH] If I could fix one thing in the world, it would be hate. Hate is what destroys one's ability to
communicate and to come up with messages, come up with ideas and goals of how we can save the
world-it' s hate. I mean this community hates that community, this race hates that race, hatred
kills people, not just physically, but mentally. Hatred stops people from communicating and being
able to progress. If we remove that, you have every race respecting each race for who they are and
won't feel threatened by different races, but more so wanting to engage to find out more about that
race and culture, and respect and appreciate it.
 
[KW] Can you explain to the audience here your first encounter with cardrooms and
their relevance to you and the community?

 [IH] Well, I started here in Compton, and one of the bigger employers was the Casino.
Oftentimes the only major economic engine in our city was the card club-that is also true in some
of the other cities where card clubs are. So when I was on the city council, we formed a JPA (Joint
Powers Authority), which has one city councilmember from every city with a card club. Card clubs
became a very active community partner, because they give back to the communities from which
they receive. They are a staple in our community.
 
[KW] I want to talk about a broader issue of voting, and I think everyone that
Knightline reaches has the power to vote in California. A lot of them might just be
apathetic or maybe they look at voting like, 'what is my voice going to do?' Can you
say something to those people?

 [IH] Well, change is going to happen with or without you, right? So you may as well be part of the
process of how it happens. If you don't make the decision, someone's going to make the decision
for you. So you may as well vote and be part of the decision that's being made. We just passed a
bond measure for the water bond. California is in serious drought. If folks that were going to vote
yes decided to stay home, we would not be able to pass a bond measure as a result. It would have
a devastating impact on the California economy- the 8th largest economy in the world. So how

significant is your vote? It's very significant.

 Knights for Neighbors:
Healthy Family Update and Turkey Giveaway

and insightful drills to make training
interesting."
"I'm thankful for Scott Griffith. He's
surprisingly hilarious and fun to work
with."
"I'm thankful for David Sutton. He's a
walking, talking better version of what an
encyclopedia/almanac combo would be."
"I'm thankful for Derrick. He's an awesome
coworker and a friend."
"I'm thankful for Sara, Lady, Rebecca and
Emma. You guys were "Marco" for
halloween. That was awesome. Thanks :)"
"I'm thankful for Jacques Gandolfo-Monk.
Working with him doesn't seem like work."
"I'm thankful for Steven Flynn. He's really
funny and it's important to laugh during the
work day."
"I'm thankful for Marco. He's always
cheerful and is a true team player."
"I'm thankful for all the cold air from the
A/C, because it gets hot in the casino."
"I'm thankful for Casey Sandin, because
he's wonderful to train and always
brightens my day."
"I'm thankful for Myles and his always
sunny outlook. He brightens up my
mornings."
"I'm thankful for Ben. He works so hard
and he always goes above and beyond."
"I'm thankful for Emma for being a silent
rock. Even though she's reserved, she's
such a joy to work with and is always cool
under pressure."
"I'm thankful for Luly Hinphosay. Her laugh makes
the room laugh."

 
Cordova Cardroom

 
"I'm thankful for our Supervisor Andy
Thao. He is so patient when he  trains us in
new games."
"I'm thankful for such great Supervisors,
Leads, and fellow bankers. They make
work more enjoyable."
"I'm thankful for the new hires. They are
awesome."
"I'm thankful for Phong Xiong. All his help makes
our day so much easier."

 
Lodi Cardroom

 
"I'm thankful for Carlos, because he's the
best."
"I'm thankful for Jesa, because she's my
partner in crime and she's the best."
"I'm thankful for overtime, because it's
more money."

"I'm thankful for Leticia because she keeps
me sane."
"I'm thankful for my boyfriend because he's the best
and he knows me better than anyone."

 
Lotus Casino

 
"I'm thankful for Rachel's preshift jokes."
"I'm thankful for my wonderful company,



 
This week, Knighted was privileged to work in conjunction with the offices of
Assemblymember Hall (featured in Knightline, above) for the Healthy Family Update
and Turkey Giveaway! Held at the MLB Urban Youth Academy field at El Camino
College, the annual event provides free turkeys and canned items for the community of
Compton, as well as free medical screenings for adults and children.

According to the 2010 census, Compton has the highest risk for obesity and diabetes in
the state of California, which organizations like the offices of Assemblymember Hall
and the Urban Youth Academy fight against every day. The event provided services like
hypertension testing, HIV screenings, and BMI measures, just in time for the holidays.
 
 
We are thrilled by the huge turnout we had for the event. Thank you for your
overwhelming support and generosity!

I f you'd like to see all the fun we had (or would like to see our awesome Knights for
Neighbors volunteer shirts!), please check out o ur Knighted Ventures Facebook
Page! Click "Like" to keep looped in on Knighted news, important info, and how you
can give back to the community as well!

 

"I'm thankful for my wonderful company,
Knighted Ventures. They are wonderful and
outstanding people and an awesome
company."
"I'm thankful for Socheatey, because of her
dedication and positive influence."
"I'm thankful for my alarm every morning
and for coffee."
"I'm thankful for Juan Mejia for going
above and beyond."
"I'm thankful for Shang Vang, because
she's awesome."
"I'm thankful for my family, friends, and
all my loved ones, because of their support
and love."
"I'm thankful for the 5:45 shift. They are
amazing and they continue to amaze me
with their scheduling flexibility."
"I'm thankful for my team, because they
work hard for one another."
"I'm thankful for Brian Stamps and Dylan
Bridges, because work hard for one
another."
"I'm thankful for Ricardo Calma, because
he keeps us together when we are short."
"I'm thankful for Teren Rose, because he
will work till Thanksgiving."
"I'm thankful to grave shift, because they
rock!"
"I"m thankful to Shang Vang, because
she's understanding and she always strives
to teach."
"I'm thankful to Julio Martinez, because of
his positive attitude and dedication towards
work."
"I'm thankful to Roy and Jieho, because
they treat us like family."
"I'm thankful to the KV Lotus Team! You
guys are great coworkers!"
"I'm thankful to Tseng, because he's
awesome."
"I'm thankful to Fridays, because Fridays."
"I'm thankful to Jared, because he's fun,
easy-going and he's a team-player."
"I'm thankful to Andy Thao! I always enjoy
working with him."
"I'm thankful to Jaman Antilla. He works hard and is

dedicated to work!"

 
Bicycle Casino

"I'm thankful for
Breanna because she's just awesome." 
"I'm thankful for Christine because she
cares. She always goes around and asks
how we're doing and if we need anything." 
"I'm thankful for muffins because I love
muffins." 
"I'm thankful for Zach Greenblott. He was
a great lead, and now he's a great
supervisor!" 
"I'm thankful to all of my KV Bike
Associates and Management, because they
made me feel part of the family since Day
1. I have never felt an ounce of disrespect
from them. Due to that, I have been able to
spread my wings and fly within the
company." 
"I'm thankful for all of the Shift Leads
because they always assist us Senior

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001rS0ezkuEGzzkELf7gyszvVIx8Rc41k2qXmvVx20FJqq_7pFglYZfhAak9olMIwQHO0tX9nAn_ftwTk23Tj0tsB_BdY0aqdQtfGaS0Tv6aWolVBzomB-YMb_nru7x258qZ3oRFwEfuX-KMsZs4kdhuZ73iXajLKbC2CyPwQAGTSVhtBHVxbQ9iQA1OPKEVLzjUno_FXpzUT0=&c=&ch=


 

 

Employee  Spotlight
 

Richard Duran - 580

Rich recently graduated from Humboldt State
University with a degree in Psychology. With
Knighted for about five months now, Rich loves
the everyday challenges the industry provides,
on top of having great supervisors and
coworkers who push him to excel constantly. In
his spare time, Rich volunteers with the
Hospice of San Joaquin, where he works in the
bereavement department to help others cope
with the loss of their loved ones.

Fun Fact: Rich really enjoys singing! He's taken
vocal classes, and has even sung in front of

15-20 people, performing "You Raise Me Up" by Josh Groban. Although his favorite genres
are rock and pop, he says he has a very eclectic taste in music!

Joe Stewart - 101

Joe jumped into the workforce right after high school,
where he learned how to be both a mechanic and a
manager by getting his start in a dealership. Through
on-the-job learning and his own passion for cars, Joe
was able to manage a shop in Rohnert Park before
he joined Knighted over a year ago. What he enjoys
most about the gaming industry is the ebb and flow
of the game: whether someone is betting $5 or $500,
he likes being able to use his math skills and
concentration to keep up with the action.
  
Fun Fact: Joe is a black belt in Taekwondo! He
started his training his freshman year of high school,

because they always assist us Senior
Associates with getting the people we need
for training and developing." 
"I'm thankful for Connie because she
makes me look tall and listens to everyone's
concerns." 
"I'm thankful for Daniel because he makes
work fun by always being positive." 
"I'm thankful for Davis and Mike Riff
because they have always been incredibly
helpful by providing me with honest advice
on how to improve while being super
supportive of me and my goals. Thanks
guys!" 
"I'm thankful for Eileen because she is a
pleasure to be around and a delight to work
with." 
I'm thankful for Rod and Franky because
their dedicated coaching helped me pass my
Pai Gow speed test." 
"I'm thankful to Holly because she shows
me her Pai Gow magic tricks and amazes
me every single time!" 
"I'm thankful for Elizah because she brings
me up when I am down." 
"I'm thankful for David B. because he
always has your back when you need
help!" 
"I'm thankful to HR and Steve because they
opened the doors for me at Knighted
Ventures." 
"I'm thankful for Jason Galit because he is
the best dressed man in the company." 
"I'm thankful for Joe because he has been

vital to my own personal development." 
"I'm thankful for Kent because he always
takes it easy." 
"I'm thankful for Alex F. because he's
patient, kind, and vurry vurry helpful." 
"I'm thankful for Alice, because she's my
friend." 
"I'm thankful for LaNeisha because she's
my favorite!" 
"I'm thankful for Lupe because her training
methods as a Senior Associate are
excellent. I'm thankful she helped me pass
the UTH written assessment. Thanks girl!" 
"I'm thankful for Manny because...he's
Manny!" 
"I'm thankful for Marcus because of his
personality. Do I really need to tell you?!
He's so nice!" 
"I'm thankful for Aida because of her
benevolence and sunny character. She has
the ability to bring out the best of
everybody." 
"I'm thankful for Margaret because she
always keeps a cool head." 
"I'm thankful for Mayra because she makes
my job easy!" 
"I'm thankful for Mitch because he helped
me finally get VIP Pai Gow Poker speed!" 
"I'm thankful for Esther because she is
very helpful with any questions that I have
regarding games and she is a good trainer. 
"I'm thankful for Franky because he's an
amazing trainer and because of his
consistent encouragement." 
"I'm thankful for my daughter because
she's my daughter, duh!" 
"I'm thankful for my family. My son's
dream has come true, and he has a job that



and has competed in tournaments all around
California, even taking first place a few times in
sparring. His go-to move is faking a front kick to transition to a hook kick, since it leaves the
target vulnerable by having them drop their hands in defense.

Bao Van - Bicycle

Bao moved from China to the United States almost
35 years ago in 1980, teaching himself the English
language with help from his wife and four children.
Working in the gaming industry for over seven years
now, he originally got his start because friends who
were dealers referred him to the industry. Bao never
wanted to be a dealer himself, but liked the banking
and math aspects of our side of the business. Bao is
described as someone who's always willing to help,
while always being dependable as both a coworker
and friend.

Fun Fact: Bao once owned his own restaurant! His
cooking skills mostly came from self-taught, hands-on
work, and he specializes in Szechuan and Chinese

cuisine. Bao had too many favorite foods to list  here!

 
Ellie Chan - Bicycle

 
  Ellie moved from Hong Kong to America almost thirty
years ago in 1986. Before becoming one of Knighted's
prized bankers, she worked in the gaming industry for
almost ten years, but also worked in property
management and as a baker that specialized in
cakes. Ellie is very thankful that she works in a job she
likes: not only does she get to improve her English
every day with coworkers, but she's also always found
math and games easy to learn!
 
Fun Fact: Ellie loves watching movies! Her two favorite
genres are action and romance, but she hates scary
movies. When asked what movies she would
recommend to others, her answers were
Independence Day and Ghost. 
  

 

 

HEALTH AND WELLNESS
 

Fist bumps, Not Handshakes

 

dream has come true, and he has a job that
he worked hard for and achieved." 
"I'm thankful for music in the JBJ because
it keeps me from daydreaming." 
"I'm thankful for my awesome family
because they've always been there for me,
through the good times and the bad." 
"I'm thankful for my dad because he has
supported me and raised me by himself my
whole life." 
"I'm thankful for Rando because he gives
me a ride to work every day." 
"I'm thankful for Reagan. He has the best
"jokes of the day" and always loses to us
in roshambo!" 
"I'm thankful for my trainer because he
never gives up on me." 
"I'm thankful for Orion because he is a
good friend, colleague, and partner." 
"I'm thankful for Pablo because he helps
out by picking up extra days when needed." 
"I'm thankful for Kevin because he always
cleans the breakroom." 
"I'm thankful for Richani. I miss you on
night shifts!" 
"I'm thankful for Mike Riff because he's an
amazing table picker-upper! He makes me
laugh, even on bad days." 
"I'm thankful for Rudy because he helps
management staff and associates at every
opportunity. He's my favorite Shift Lead!" 
"I'm thankful for Sam P. because he's
always been a great friend." 
"I'm thankful for this job, and everyone on
this team that's helped all of us." 
"I'm thankful for Xumi and Mori because
they are great employees and coworkers." 
"I'm thankful for Zech Gauna because he
stays on shift to help us out even if he
hasn't slept!" 
"I'm thankful for Pam because she keeps
working nonstop!" 
"I'm thankful for Pheng because he is a
computer and tech whiz! Nothing slips
through the cracks because of his attention
to detail!" 
"I'm thankful for Selah because she keeps
me sane and she has a winning
personality." 
"I'm thankful for Shane's moustache. It's so
cool!"



 

Whether you are saying hello to a good friend or introducing
yourself to someone new, we all meet and greet people in similar
ways.  Some people say hello with a hug, a high five, the good ol'
handshake, or, for those who play it cool, a fist bump. Even though
a handshake is the most common form of greeting, it is definitely not
the cleanliest. 

 
A recent study on the transmission of germs through three forms of
greeting (handshake, high five, and fist bump) was conducted by
David Whitworth, a biochemistry professor at Aberystwyth
University-Ceregigion in the United Kingdom. Bonus points to you if
you can pronounce that.
 

 
The experiment involved two individuals, one wearing a "clean"

rubber glove and the other wearing a "dirty" glove (which was repeatedly dipped into a
container of E. coli bacteria). The individual with the "dirty" glove then either shook hands with,
high-fived, or fist bumped the individual with a clean glove. Afterwards, the once-clean glove was
examined to determine how much bacteria were transferred during each form of greeting. The
results were quite shocking.

 

Handshakes transmitted about 10 times more bacteria than fist bumps and 2 times more
than high fives.
Results also showed that bigger areas of the hand touched during shakes versus a fist
bump and high five, which is a big reason why germs and bacteria are transmitted more
through handshakes.   
Longer, firm shakes transmitted the most bacteria.

So, is it time to eliminate the handshake and move towards the more hygienic and "hip" fist
bump? Whether you stick with the good ol' handshake or if you move towards the more modern
fist bump, let's all remember one thing: good hygiene starts with each one of us! So before we
start revolutionizing how we meet and greet people, let's just all wash our hands more!
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